
Premier Cycle Shelter - Perforated Steel Sides

Size H.W.D. Code Initial Extension

2320.3000.2100 SC223021P £3,053.00 £2,833.00

Premier Cycle Shelter - Clear Perspex Sides

Size H.W.D. Code Initial Extension

2320.3000.2100 SC223021X £3,391.00 £3.090.00

The Premier Cycle Shelter has a more curved, contemporary 

design intended to blend into both traditional and modern 

environments, providing tidy and secure storage of cycles on 

any site.

 � Choice of perspex or powder coated steel side & back  

 panels.

 � Adjustable feet for on-site positioning.

 � Parabolts for surface mounting included.  Must be bolted  

 to 250mm thick concrete for stability.

 � On site installation available - please speak to sales.

 � Comes complete with twin-level integrated bike rack for  

 8 bikes.

 � �ĺſñøŗ�ëĺÑťøñ�ƧıĕŜđ�ſĕťđ�Ñ�ŗÑıČø�ĺċ�ëĺĩĺūŗŜ�ÑžÑĕĩÑêĩøǍ

 �When ordering extension frame, please refer to colour  

 code at bottom right of the page.

Comes complete with twin-level integrated bike rack.in
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   If sited within 5 miles of the coast, we strongly recommend an additional weather treatment for the steel work. This is available for a modest additional charge.

SHELTER COLOUR OPTIONS
Please add corresponding letters to the end of the code
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Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk - Prices based on 2021



DUDLEY CYCLE SHELTERS

Dudley Cycle Shelter - Dimensions/Codes
Height x Depth Width End Panel Options Galvanised Price Galvanised & Powder Coated Price

2230mm high
2150mm deep

2000
Without Perspex

SCDUD2020VXX £1,391.00 SCDUD2020JX £1,570.00

4000 SCDUD4020VXX £1,670.00 SCDUD4020JX £1,878.00

2000
With Perspex

SCDUD2020VPX £1,689.00 SCDUD2020JP £1,868.00

4000 SCDUD4020VPX £1,968.00 SCDUD4020JP £2,176.00

#ūñĩøƅ��đøĩťøŗ�Ŝđĺſı�ſĕťđ�ĺŔťĕĺıÑĩ��đøƥĕøĩñ��ÑëĦǍin
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seller

�đøƥĕøĩñ�YĺĺŔŜ�ÑĩŜĺ�ÑžÑĕĩÑêĩøǈ�ŔĩøÑŜø�Ŝøø��ÑČø�ưƶưǍ

The Dudley Cycle Shelter combines contemporary design at a 

competitive price. This Shelter is available with a perspex roof and 

ĺŔťĕĺıÑĩ�øıñ�ŔÑıøĩŜ�ĕı�Ñ�ČÑĩžÑıĕŜøñ�Ñıñ�Ŕĺſñøŗ�ëĺÑťøñ�ƧıĕŜđǍ

 � YøČ�ċŗÑİøŜ�ëÑı�øĕťđøŗ�êø�êĺĩťøñ�ťĺ�ťđø�ƨĺĺŗ�ĺŗ�Čŗĺūťøñ�ĕıťĺ�� 

 the ground.

 � #øŜĕČıøñ�ċĺŗ�ūŜø�ſĕťđ�ĺūŗ��đøƥĕøĩñ�YĺĺŔŜ�Ñıñ��ÑëĦŜǈ�ŔĩøÑŜø��

� Ŝøø�ŔÑČø�ưƶưǍ

 � Initial shelters can be linked side by side to form longer runs.

 � Adjustable feet for on-site positioning.

 � Supplied with a 4mm PETG perspex roof.

 � �žÑĕĩÑêĩø�ĕı�ČÑĩžÑıĕŜøñ�ĺŗ�ČÑĩžÑıĕŜøñ�Ñıñ�Ŕĺſñøŗ�ëĺÑťøñ�ƧıĕŜđǍ

 � Optional perspex end panels available

B ALG RCOLOUR OPTIONS
Please add corresponding letters to 
the end of the code

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk - Prices based on 2021



KENILWORTH CYCLE SHELTERS

Kenilworth Cycle Shelter - Dimensions/Codes

Height x Depth Width Galvanised Price Powder Coated Price

2230mm high
2150mm deep

2000 SCKN2020OVXX £2,303.00 SCKN2020OJ £2,303.00

3000 SCKN3020OVXX £2,522.00 SCKN3020OJ £2,522.00

4000 SCKN4020OVXX £2,742.00 SCKN4020OJ £2,742.00

5000 SCKN5020OVXX £2,961.00 SCKN5020OJ £2,961.00

 � #øŜĕČıøñ�ċĺŗ�ūŜø�ſĕťđ�ĺūŗ��đøƥĕøĩñ�YĺĺŔŜ�Ñıñ��ÑëĦŜǈ�ŔĩøÑŜø���

� Ŝøø�ŔÑČø�ưƶưǍ

 � Initial shelters can be linked side by side to form longer runs.

 � Supplied with a 5mm PETG perspex roof and sides.

 � On site installation available - please speak to sales.

The Kenilworth is an attractive, cured cycle shelter, popular 
ſĕťđ�ŜëđĺĺĩŜ�Ñıñ�ëĺĩĩøČøŜ�Ñıñ�ĺƥøŗŜ�ƨĺĺŗ�ťĺ�ŗĺĺċ�ĩøžøĩ�
protection from the prevailing elements. This is a tough, robust 

structure with vandal resistant features.

 � �ĺſñøŗ�ëĺÑťøñ�ƧıĕŜđ�ĕı�Ñ�ŗÑıČø�ĺċ���Y�ëĺĩĺūŗŜ�Ǟ�ÑĩŜĺ�� �

 available fully galvanised.

 � YøČ�ċŗÑİøŜ�ëÑı�øĕťđøŗ�êø�êĺĩťøñ�ťĺ�ťđø�ƨĺĺŗ�ĺŗ�Čŗĺūťøñ�ĕıťĺ�� �

 the ground.

BX AXLXG
X RX

COLOUR OPTIONS
Please add corresponding letters to 
the end of the code

Wøıĕĩſĺŗťđ��đøĩťøŗ�Ŝđĺſı�ſĕťđ�Ƴ�ĺŔťĕĺıÑĩ��đøƥĕøĩñ�YĺĺŔŜǍin
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   If sited within 5 miles of the coast, we strongly recommend an additional weather treatment for the steel work. This is available for a modest additional charge.

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk - Prices based on 2021



SHELTER COLOUR OPTIONS
Please add corresponding letters to the end of the code
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EXTENSION COLOUR OPTIONS
Please add corresponding letters to the end of the code
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TRADITIONAL CYCLE SHELTERS

Traditional Cycle Shelter - Galvanised Sides, Closed Back

Size H.W.D. Code Initial Extension

2180.2450.1900 SC211924K £1,478.00 £1,265.00

2180.2450.2500 SC212524K £1,567.00 £1,330.00

2180.3060.1900 SC211930K £1,835.00 £1,641.00

2180.3060.2500 SC212530K £1,978.00 £1,702.00

Traditional Cycle Shelter - Perforated Sides, Closed Back

Size H.W.D. Code Initial Extension

2180.2450.1900 SC211924C £2,127.00 £1,895.00

2180.2450.2500 SC212524C £2,291.00 £2,079.00

2180.3060.1900 SC211930C £2,531.00 £2,347.00

2180.3060.2500 SC212530C £2,799.00 £2,572.00

Traditional Cycle Shelter - Galvanised Sides, Open Back

Size H.W.D. Code Initial Extension

2180.2450.1900 SC211924G £1,283.00 £1,111.00
2180.2450.2500 SC212524G £1,393.00 £1,175.00
2180.3060.1900 SC211930G £1,650.00 £1,540.00
2180.3060.2500 SC212530G £1,790.00 £1,668.00

Traditional Cycle Shelter - Perforated Sides, Open Back

Size H.W.D. Code Initial Extension

2180.2450.1900 SC211924B £1,831.00 £1,645.00
2180.2450.2500 SC212524B £2,005.00 £1,783.00
2180.3060.1900 SC211930B £2,208.00 £2,059.00
2180.3060.2500 SC212530B £2,462.00 £2,290.00

 � Adjustable feet for on site positioning.

 � Parabolts for surface mounting included. Must be bolted to   

 250mm thick concrete for stability.

 � Site survey and erection service available.

 � Perforated panels are supplied powder coated in light grey   

 as standard.

 � �ƅëĩø�ŗÑëĦŜ�Ŝĺĩñ�ŜøŔÑŗÑťøĩƅǈ�ŔĩøÑŜø�Ŝøø�ŔÑČø�ưƶƯǍ

The Traditional Cycle Shelter provides storage and security 
with a screened appearance for landscaped sites. Selected 
shelters can also be used for mixed parking of both cycles and 

İĺťĺŗëƅëĩøŜ�êƅ�ƧťťĕıČ�êĕĦø�ŗÑëĦŜ�ĕı�ĺıø�ŜøëťĕĺıǍ

 � Robust all-weather construction.

 � Choice of galvanised or powder coated sheet steel side &   

 back panels.

   Traditional shelter shown with optional Traditional Rack.
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   If sited within 5 miles of the coast, we strongly recommend an additional weather treatment for the steel work. This is available for a modest additional charge.

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk - Prices based on 2021



COMPOUND CYCLE SHELTERS

Compound with lockable gate and security canopy Compound with lockable gate

Cycle Compound With Lockable Gate & Canopy - Dimensions/Codes

Size H.W.D. Stores Code Price 

2625.5500.3000 16 Bikes SWC215530S2 £7,986.00

2625.5500.6000 32 Bikes SWC215560S4 £12,776.00

2625.5500.9000 48 Bikes SWC215590S6 £17,277.00

Cycle Compound With Lockable Gate - Dimensions/Codes

Size H.W.D. Stores Code Price 

2325.5500.3000 16 Bikes SWC215530G2 £7,478.00
2325.5500.6000 32 Bikes SWC215560G4 £11,759.00
2325.5500.9000 48 Bikes SWC215590G6 £15,830.00

 � Optional central security canopy.

 � Comes complete with twin level bike racks.

 � aūŜť�êø�êĺĩťøñ�ťĺ�ƱƴƯİİ�ťđĕëĦ�ëĺıëŗøťø�ǚƧƄĕıČŜ�ĕıëĩūñøñǛǍ

 � �ĺſñøŗ�ëĺÑťøñ�ƧıĕŜđ�ſĕťđ�Ñ�ŗÑıČø�ĺċ�ëĺĩĺūŗ�ÑžÑĕĩÑêĩøǍ�

 � Delivered in knock down form, installation available - please  

 speak to sales for more information.

A stylish compound with facilities to house up to 48 bikes. 
Fitted with a curved roof, made from  UV resistant opaque 
polycarbonate panels and optional central canopy for extra 

security and weather protection.

 � Covered shelter for minimum of 16 bikes - larger sizes   

 available to accommodate numbers.

 � Attractive gate with hasp to take padlock -  Padlock not   

 provided.

 � Side panels made from tough clear perspex.

B ALG RCOLOUR OPTIONS
Please add corresponding letters to 
the end of the code

Shown with security canopy.in
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   If sited within 5 miles of the coast, we strongly recommend an additional weather treatment for the steel work. This is available for a modest additional charge.

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk - Prices based on 2021



WALL MOUNTED CYCLE SHELTERS

Wall Mounted Cycle Shelter - For 6 Bikes

Size H.W.D. Code Price

ƱƱƶƯǍƲƯƯƯǍưƸƯƯ SCW223019*IX £1,433.00

Wall Mounted Cycle Shelter Extension - For 6 Bikes

Size H.W.D. Code Price

ƱƱƶƯǍƲƯƯƯǍưƸƯƯ  SCW223019*IE £1,358.00

��ëĺŜť�øƥøëťĕžø�İøÑıŜ�ĺċ�ŜťĺŗĕıČ�ūŔ�ťĺ�Ƶ�êĕĦøŜ�ūıñøŗ�

cover, without the need for extensive ground works. 

Apart from the two front supporting legs, all parts 

mount to a suitable brick or stone wall.

 � Robust all-weather construction.

 � �ĺİøŜ�ëĺİŔĩøťø�ſĕťđ�Ʋ��đøƥĕøĩñ�YĺĺŔŜ�ċĺŗ��

 storing up to 6 bikes.

 � Supplied in kit form with easy to follow   

 instructions for on-site assembly and   

 installation.

 � Parabolts for front support legs included. Must  

� êø�êĺĩťøñ�ťĺ�ƱƴƯİİ�ťđĕëĦ�ëĺıëŗøťø�Ǟ�ſÑĩĩ�ƧƄĕıČŜ��

 not included.

B ALG RCOLOUR OPTIONS
Please add corresponding letters to 
the end of the code
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   If sited within 5 miles of the coast, we strongly recommend an additional weather treatment for the steel work. This is available for a modest additional charge.

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk - Prices based on 2021



TRADITIONAL CYCLE RACKS

Traditional Cycle Racks - Dimensions/Codes

Size H.W.D. Stores Code Price

ƸƲƴǍưƶƴƯǍƵƯƯ 6 Bikes SRTRADCR6KXX £281.00
935.2350.600 8 Bikes SRTRADCR8KXX £351.00

Scooter Racks - Dimensions/Codes

Size H.W. Description Stores Code Price

800. 1050 Single Sided 10 SCOO18010BXX £355.00
800. 1050 Double Sided 20 SCOO28010BXX £433.00

SCOOTER RACKS

A sturdy twin-level rack designed 

ťĺ�Ƨť�ĕı�Ñ��ŗÑñĕťĕĺıÑĩ��ƅëĩø��đøĩťøŗ�

Ǟ�Ŝøø�ŔÑČø�ưƵƶǍ��Ŕ�ťĺ�Ʒ�êĕĦøŜ�ëÑı�

be stored by bars that grip the bike 

wheels.

 � Made from tubular steel.

 � �ĕİŔĩƅ�êĺĩťŜ�ťĺ�ƨĺĺŗǍ

 � Fully welded - no assembly  

 required.

 � Suitable for use in a Traditional  

 Shelter.

 � Secure storage for up to 8 bikes.

 � Powder coated dark Grey.

Stylish, robust and simple to use 

design. These racks are available in 

dark blue and are popular in schools 

and public places where security could 

be a concern.

 � Powder Coated Dark Blue.

 � ?ÑĩžÑıĕŜøñ�ƧıĕŜđ�ÑĩŜĺ�ÑžÑĕĩÑêĩø�Ǟ��

 please speak to sales.

 � �ūŔŔĩĕøñ�ſĕťđ�ƨĺĺŗ�êĺĩťŜ�ċĺŗ��  

� ëĺıëŗøťø�ƧƄĕıČǍ

 � Single and double side option   

 available.

Available from - Merlin Industrial Products Ltd - 0800 0418 650 - info@merlin-industrial.co.uk - Prices based on 2021
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